Home Therapy Baths

Personalize...
Your home with a customized spa experience!

MADE IN COLORADO SINCE 1980

Hydro Massage
Your Health ... Our Passion
Combination Massage Series

Transport yourself to the ultimate hydrotherapy experience with both air and water jets working in concert to target your stress zones and relieve aches and pains. Take advantage of the flexibility created by adding chromatherapy, aromatherapy, or sound to your home bath to heighten your well-being. Care for your mind, body, and spirit—whether melting away tension and preparing for a great night’s sleep, or relieving chronic pain and inspiring you for a wonderful day.

Combination Platinum
33-48 Whirlpool and Air Massage Jets | 3 Pumps and 1 Heater

- Aromatherapy System includes 4 fragrances
- Chromatherapy Lighting System
- 18 Classic Air Jets Button Style Air Jets on lower perimeter of bath wall
- Hydro Clean™ Sanitation System
- Hydro Cleanse™
- AccuMassage Jets
- Ultra Flow Water Jets
- Grab Bar
- HMT Back Masseur Systems
- Variable Flow Neck Massage Pillow/Jets (on select models)
- Variable Flow Control for Neck Pillow
- Sole Soother™ Foot or Back Massage Jet(s)
- On/Off Button & 3-speed control
- Deluxe Drain Kit
- Air Massage Control
- 1.25AP Variable Speed Air Power Pump
- Warm Back FDA Tubing & Manifold Zone
- Heater

Specifications and features are subject to change without notice.
Combination Gold

30 Whirlpool and Air Massage Jets | 2 Pumps and Heater

SuperFlo 3.25 Hydro Power, 3-speed Pump

12 Classic Air Jets Button Style Air Jets on lower perimeter of bath wall

Sole Soother™ Jet(s)

Deluxe Drain Kit

Air Massage Control

Chromatherapy Lighting System

Grab Bar

Platinum HTT Deluxe Air Leg and Body Massage Jets

HMT Back Masseur System

Accumassage Jets

On/Off Button & 3-speed control

1.0 AP 3-Speed Air Power Pump

4-6 Ultra Flow Water Jets

Cushion Pillow

Hydro Cleanse™

Combination Silver

21 Whirlpool and Air Massage Jets | 2 Pumps

5 Ultra Flow Water Jets

4 Micro Flow Water Jets

Lift 'n Turn Drain Kit

Underwater Lighting System

Optional Micro or Ultra Massage Foot, Shoulder, or Back Jets

Hydro Cleanse™

EZ Level Quiet Base™

Optional Variable Speed Neck Masseur Pillow/Jets (on select models)

EZ Level Adjustable Legs™

Tri-Zone Therapy: Delivers mid-back, shoulder and lower lumbar massage

1.0 AP 3-Speed Air Power Pump

Water Purity: Hydro Clean™ Sanitation System

Specs and Features are subject to change without notice.
Air Massage Platinum

34 Air Jets | 1 Pump

The Deluxe Air, Back, Leg & Body Massage Jets offer HTT directly on the bather’s body. This system also incorporates the clean design of air holes rather than buttons. The sanitary check valves help prevent bath water from entering the system. These jets replace the perimeter button style jets.

Specs and Features are subject to change without notice.
Water Massage Platinum

15-24 Water Jets | 2 Pumps | Heater

- Water Purity Hydro Clean™ Sanitation Unit
- Sole Soother™ Jet(s)
- Chromotherapy Lighting System
- Deluxe Drain Kit
- Digital Temp Readout
- Back Masseur System
- 2 - SuperFlo 3.25 or 2.25 Hydro Power, 3-speed Pumps
- Variable Flow Neck Massage Pillow/Jets (on select models)
- Variable Flow Control for Neck Pillow
- On/Off Button & 3-speed control
- Grab Bar(s)
- Hydro Cleanse™
- EZ Level Quiet Base™

Specs and Features are subject to change without notice.
Water Massage Gold

12 Water Jets | 1 Pump | Heater

- 6 Ultra Flow Water Jets
- Water Purity Hydro Clean™ Sanitation Unit
- Lift and Turn Drain Kit
- 3.25 SuperFlo Hydro Power 3-Speed Pump
- Optional Ultra Massage Foot & Leg Jets
- On/Off Button and 3-speed control
- Underwater Lighting System
- Back Masseur System
- Cushion Pillow
- EZ Level Adjustable Legs™

Water Massage Silver

9 Water Jets | 1 Pump

- 5 Ultra Flow Water Jets
- Tri-Zone Therapy: Delivers mid-back, shoulder and lower lumbar massage
- Water Purity Hydro Clean™ Sanitation Unit
- On/Off Button
- EZ Level Adjustable Legs™
- 2.25 Hydro Power 1-Speed Pump
- Optional Micro or Ultra Massage Foot, Shoulder, or Back Jets
- 4 Microflow Jets: Deliver a pulsating massage. 2 Jets target the back and feet.

Specs and Features are subject to change without notice.
Rest. Restore. Regenerate.

The Soothing Soak Series is available on all our baths. Our Whisper Flo Heat Pump will gently circulate warm water to increase circulation, soothe tired muscles and joints, and enhance relaxation. This system will insure that your bath is always hot and enjoyable. Lean your head back on the cushion pillow and escape in the simplicity of a soothing soak.

Specs and Features are subject to change without notice.
Bath Models

Serenity 9440
- Deck
- Alcove
- 2 Bathers
- 94” x 40” x 22”

Serenity 8736
- Deck
- Alcove
- 1 Bather
- 87” x 36” x 22”

Fantasy 7745
- Deck
- 2 Bathers
- 77” x 45” x 24”

Tahoe 7444SD
- Deck
- 1 Bather
- 74” x 44” x 25”

Aspen 7248
- Deck
- 2 Bathers
- 72” x 48” x 25”

Majestic 7248
- Deck
- 2 Bathers
- 72” x 48” x 24”

Fantasy 7242
- Deck
- 2 Bathers
- 72” x 42” x 27”

Venetian 7242
- Deck
- 1 Bather
- 72” x 42” x 26”

Rosabella 7242SDSF
- Freestanding
- 2 Bathers
- 72” x 42” x 27”

Tahoe 7242SDSFSP
- Freestanding
- 2 Bathers
- 74” x 42” x 27”

Tahoe 7242SDSF
- Freestanding
- 2 Bathers
- 74” x 42” x 24”

Zen Oval 7242SD
- Freestanding
- 2 Bathers
- 72” x 42” x 25”

Cascade 7242
- Deck
- 2 Bathers
- 72” x 42” x 26”

Zen Oval 7242
- Deck
- 2 Bathers
- 72” x 42” x 24”

Zen 7242
- Deck
- 2 Bathers
- 72” x 42” x 23”

Zen 7242SD
- Deck
- 2 Bathers
- 72” x 42” x 23”

Eclipse 7242
- Deck
- 2 Bathers
- 72” x 42” x 23”

Mirage 7242
- Deck
- 1 Bather
- 72” x 42” x 21”

Oasis 7240CDFS
- Freestanding
- 2 Bathers
- 72” x 40” x 24”

Bello 7239SDSFSP
- Freestanding
- 2 Bathers
- 72” x 39” x 27”

1.888.409.8860 for information concerning our products.
1.888.409.8860 for information concerning our products.
FREESTANDING BATHS

Oasis
72”x 40”, 72”x 32”, 66”x 40” and 66”x 32”
Air baths with or without access panel or soaker bath and floor mount faucet location

Bello 72”x 39”
Freestanding, Pedestal or Deck models.
Air baths with or without access panel.
Air Bath with access [Pedestal only] Soaker model.
Floor mount faucet location.

Rosabella
72”x 42”
Combination, Hydro, Air or Soaker bath with access panel(s) and deck mount faucet location

Natura
76”x 36”
Soaker bath only
Floor mount faucet location

Ovale
66”x 36”
Combination, Hydro, Air or Soaker bath with access panel and deck mount faucet location

Tahoe 72”x 42”
Soaker bath only
Floor mount faucet location

Access Panel Closeup for:
Tahoe 7242DFS/P and Rosabella models

Access Panel Closeup for:
Oasis models

1.888.409.8860 for information concerning our products.
Stylish and Comfortable
Freestanding — Simplicity at it’s best

The perfect blend of the nostalgic and contemporary. Create a stunning room with a freestanding tub as its centerpiece, taking advantage of the freedom and openness in designing your perfect bath experience.

We offer several Freestanding Whirlpool tubs or Freestanding Air baths with the option of installing the pump and heater right on the bath. An access panel allows the owner more freedom in where they place their bath. These models also offer a remote installation location for the air pump if that is more desirable.

Oasis 7240CDFS
Bello 7239DFSP
Bello 7239DDFS

Ovale 6636CDFS
Tahoe 7236DDFS
Rosabella 7242DDFS

Natura 7236DDFS
Tahoe 7242DDFS
Tahoe 7242DFSP
Walk-in/ Slide-in Bathtubs

The Optimum Solution for Safe and Comfortable Bathing

Hydro Massage is proud to offer a full line of walk-in tubs when you need or desire a safer and more comfortable bathing experience.

Medical Hydrotherapy Benefits

The therapeutic value of water therapy has been recognized for thousands of years. Temperature, buoyancy, and jetted massage work separately or in concert to soothe aches and pains related to many common illnesses and diseases.

Especially in situations when aging or illness affect your health, having continual access to a Hydro Massage walk-in tub model can increase your well-being physically and emotionally. Hydrotherapy is recognized as helpful with conditions and diseases including arthritis, diabetes, back pain, and insomnia.

Among the many documented benefits of hydrotherapy are the following: Increases blood circulation, improves joint flexibility, improves sleep, relieves aches and pains and relaxes muscles. Hydrotherapy also helps reduce blood pressure, stress levels, stiffness and inflammation.

NEW MODELS COMING SOON: 48”x 30”, 31”x 38”, 55”x31”, 60”x32”, 45”x26”

This information is provided as a service only and should not be interpreted as medical advice. Please seek the advice of your healthcare provider related to the use of hydrotherapy for your personal health issues.

1.888.609.8860 for information concerning our products.
Engineered For Your Health and Wellness

MORE JETS:
Our Combination Whirlpools feature 21-50 Hydro Therapy Jets in 8 custom styles which deliver a superior experience.

FULL BODY MASSAGE:
We have designed, engineered and positioned our jets on the back, neck and feet which address the body’s trigger points and help nerve impulses for maximum health benefits.

SORE FEET:
Sole Soother Jets target the over 214,000 nerve endings in the feet. Seven oscillating streams of water help bring relief to sore aching feet.

SORE BODY:
These nerve endings are connected to all the major organs in your body. Sore feet mean a sore body. A massage to your feet will help improve nerve function and will help make you feel better all over!

Quality Pumps—Better Massage

• Our Super Flo Pumps were exclusively designed for us. They deliver the maximum gallons of water to our jets which provide the best Hydro Muscle Therapy (HMT). Customize your experience with soft, medium or a deep tissue massage.

• Our Variable Speed Warm Air Pump is one of the best performing & quietest pumps available. This pump allows us to offer superior Hydro Thermal Air Therapy (HTT). Select multiple speeds, pulse & wave modes.

    1500 watt inline heater maintains water temperature

    • The Inline Heater helps to insure you enjoy a relaxing hot bath which is standard on most baths.

Remodel & Replacement Alcove Baths

• Our exclusive EZ Clean Tile Flange not only enhances the beauty of your Hydro Massage tub, it also effectively eliminates water leakage and reduces mold and mildew problems on the caulking at the deck of the bath.

    • Older tubs and some competitors models have caulking between the deck of the bath and the tile. The caulking tends to erode and absorb contaminants, causing a black layer of bacteria, mold and mildew to accumulate.

    EZ Clean Dual Stage Tile Flange

    EZ Clean Low Maintenance

    Some Competitor’s Black Mold at the Deck of the Bath
NEW TECHNOLOGY

Sanitary Plumbing Systems

- **Arched Tubing 3”-10”** above the jet outlets will maximize water drainage & Sanitation. This provides better drainage than traditional horizontal plumbing.

- **Smooth Wall Non Toxic FDA Recipe Tubing** is primarily used in all of our baths instead of flexible or ridged Polyvinyl Chloride pipe.

- **Clean Plumbing Lines** are made possible by our unique jet design that helps prevent over 40% of the tubing to be filled with water after operation. This provides a much cleaner whirlpool system.

- **Clean Design Jets** deliver great Hydrotherapy and are Substantially cleaner than most other jets on the market today. They can be removed for cleaning and are smaller and more compact to prevent pockets of water retention.

- **Exclusive Drain Down Ports** on most of our models greatly reduce water retention within the manifold and jet system. Most other manufactures allow the water to sit in the jets and plumbing.

- While all whirlpools & Air baths have potential for water retention, we have minimized it with our baths.

Healthy Air Massage Baths

- **OUR PLATINUM HTT** Air Baths provide better Hydrotherapy which increases blood circulation and relief to the body’s 400 Trigger Points. With direct air jet therapy for the back, legs and feet. Most Air Baths have only perimeter air ports.

- **STAY HOT:** Our Whisper Flo Heat system provides a clean healthy bath that helps maintain the water temperature for over 30 minutes. Other air baths can lose as much as 12 degrees in 10 minutes of use even with a heated air blower.

- **CLEANER WATER:** All of our air jets include check valves which help prevent bath water from back-flowing into the plumbing lines. This reduces the chance of bacteria & fungus growth. On a air channel bath without check valves the water will back-flow into the channel then it will drain out & be dried with the purge cycle potentially leaving a residue.

- **FRESH AIR BUBBLES:** We use non-toxic FDA Recipe Tubing on our Air Baths to help insure the air going into the bath and your lungs is safer than a air bath that uses an air channel with styrene. Styrene is a volatile organic compound and a known carcinogen.
A Proven System for Keeping Bathwater 
Pure and Hygienic

If water purity is a priority in your bath, Hydro Clean™, Hydro Cleanse™ and our EcoPure™ Bath&Body Solution are highly recommended for use in your Hydro Massage Whirlpool or Air bath.

The Hydroclean™ unit is one of the healthiest, safest and greenest products you will ever use in your whirlpool bath. It will help maintain a clean bathing experience.

- It is a National Sanitation Foundation approved sanitation system for whirlpools. EPA approved as an anti-bacterial disinfectant, USDA approved as an organic food additive
- The Hydro Clean Unit was laboratory tested and proven to kill up to 99.9% of most bacteria in whirlpool plumbing systems

Hydrocleanse™ will help maintain a clean and fresh whirlpool or air bath by removing body oils, fragrances and soap residue. Increased effectiveness when combined with the Hydroclean™ Sanitation System.

EcoPure™ Bath & Body

EcoPure™ Bath&Body solution provides the following health benefits:

- Re-hydrates and nourishes your body with natural vitamins and minerals. Moisturizes your skin and leaves it silky smooth.
- Helps eliminate Bio Residual contaminants on jets and internal plumbing system. Naturally purifies water for a healthier home bath experience. Reduces cleaning and maintenance of the bath surface.
Chromatherapy

Now you can create your ideal environment with low energy consumption LED lighting designed specifically for the bath. Your Hydro Massage bath may be installed with either the Chromatherapy lighting kit which allows you to cycle through the full spectrum of color or the basic Underwater lighting kit.

**PURPLE:** Acts as an appetite regulator and cardiac stabilizer. It can help suppress symptoms of irritability and agitation and reestablish a peaceful state.

**BLUE:** A cool color which can go deep within and relieve inflammation which produces a calming effect.

**RED:** A highly stimulating color, red can activate blood flow and may help counter anemia since it promotes the production of hemoglobin.

**GREEN:** Has a calming effect and restorative powers on the mind and body. It can also counter fatigue, stress and may help insomnia.

**YELLOW:** Stimulates motor and nerve functions making it helpful with problems related to the nervous system and the brain.

Aromatherapy

Hydro Scents™ Aromatherapy sends fragrance bubbling into the water of your bath while you enjoy a soothing massage. The "healing" power of Aromatherapy is capable of evoking memories and awakening feelings of contentment or exhilaration. Aromatherapy is the practice of using volatile plant oils, including essential oils, for psychological and physical well-being. Essential oils which are the pure “essence” of a plant, have been found to provide both psychological and physical benefits when used correctly and safely. Hydro Scents™ come in a variety of sensuous fragrances to lift your spirit and put you at ease.

**ROMANCE:** Rose, Ylang Ylang, Clary Sage  •  **ENERGY:** Peppermint Eucalyptus

**TRANQUILTY:** Chamomile  •  **RELAXING:** Lavender

AN IMPORTANT NOTE REGARDING THIS BROCHURE:

We hope you find this brochure informative; we have tried to make it as accurate as possible. However, some of the information presented may have been changed or updated since this brochure was printed. We reserve the right to make changes in price, colors, materials, equipment, specifications and models, including the discontinuation of models, at any time without notice. For the most complete and up-to-date information, please visit hydromassageproducts.com.